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Buy Online Elena Kyler was born in Colombia and raised by her rebel fighter father, formerly an American mercenary. After her father died and her rebel comrades sold out to drug lord Rico Chavez, Elena, now in her mid-20s, plans desperately to save herself and her five-year-old son Barry from Chavez, who is also Barry's father. She contacts the DEA
calling Bondian Sean Gallen, Debonea Maverick. The plan is to bring Elena and Barry to america and capture Chavez when he comes for his son. After a daring airlift escape, Sean, Elena and Barry go to California, but an ambush by Chavez's men continues to run for their lives. Not used to resorting to the kindness of strangers, Elena was forced to stop by
Sean as two zigzags across America and realized she was falling in love along the way. In the current climate, the threat of drug cartels feels outdated and Chavez is very over-nasty, so he is stupid. On top of that, it's a clichéd assassin with a heart of gold seeking spiritual redemption, the climax of the Southeast in the 80s, like Miami Vice, and the sum
becomes a derived stew. The Face of Iris Johansen's Deception When wealthy businessman John Logan offers the deceptive task of re-examining the face of an unknown murder victim from his skull, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan suddenly finds a ruthless and powerful enemy target that stops at nothing to prevent the truth from being revealed. Killing Game
by Iris Johansen In her second appearance, top forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is forced into a deadly game of twisted murderers and horrors who use the mysterious circumstances surrounding her daughter's death as a way to lure her into him. Reprint. Search by Iris Johansen The author of The Killing Game brings back ATF agent Sarah Patrick conducting
search and rescue with her golden retriever, Monty, who is part of the ATF K-9 unit, in a dangerous new assignment to find the kidnapped scientist. Reprint. The Body of Lies by Iris Johansen As government officials demand her unique skills as they rebuild to identify the victims of an unknown murder, forensic sculptor Ever Duncan is drawn into a deadly
web of betrayal, conspiracy and murder as someone tries to unlock a deadly secret that does something to keep them hidden. by the author of the final target. Reprint. Iris Johansen forensic sculptor Eve Duncan's blind alley faces her ultimate challenge when asked to identify the victim of a vicious serial killer who will go to remarkable lengths to hide the
identity of his victim, but her work faces unexpected challenges that could turn her own life upside down. Reprint. Countdown by Iris Johansen, rescued from the street by forensic sculptor Eve Duncan and her husband, Joe Quinn, Jane McGuire, survived the bizarre encounterWhen a killer who follows her interest in archaeology is shot by her childhood
friend Mike during an attempted abduction, she discovers that the past can have a fatal impact on her future. Reprint. Stalemate by Iris Johansen While working on identifying an unknown murdered child, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is given a rebuilding assignment by a ruthless and sinister man who seeks to secure her cooperation by all means necessary.
Reprint. A quicksand obsessed with Iris Johansen finding her daughter Bonnie, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan, with the help of Dr Meghan Blair to help bring Bonnie's killer to trial, takes on a dangerous quest accompanied by Joe Quinn, bringing her ultimate closure and revenge or destroying everything. Reprint. Blood Game by Iris Johansen In the aftermath
of the murder of the senator's daughter, Eve Duncan is terrified by the killer's tactics of draining the blood of the victim, an incident in which she is drawn into the web of serial killers taunting her with sadistic messages and tips about her missing daughter. Bestselling book. Eight days after Ilys Johansen is alive, Duncan's adopted daughter Jane paints a
portrait called the mysterious cult Guilt, in which she decides she has only eight days to live and plans to lead her to a precious ancient treasure in the mean time. By the bestselling author of Blood Games. Reprint. Chasing the night of Iris Johansen, eight years after her toddler was kidnapped in an act of cruel revenge, CIA agent Catherine taps the forensic
sculptor and fellow victim of child Eve Duncan, who can't accept that she will never find her son and lost in support to establish her son's age-advanced appearance. Reprint. One million first printings. Iris Johansen's Eve When a CIA contact discovers possible information about Eve Duncan's long-missing child, the forensic sculptor struggles to piece together
clues about her own early life with the believed dead man. By the bestselling author of Chasing the Night. Reprint. Iris Johansen's follow-up to Quinn Eve, an instalment that recalls the story of Joe and Eve meeting and falling in love a decade ago, finds Navy SEAL turn cop Joe Quinn at the mercy of Cia agent Catherine Lynn and Eve Duncan's former lover
John Gallo, who plays a dangerous game of cat and mouse. Reprint. Iris Johansen's Bonnie When her beloved seven-year-old daughter disappears during a class trip, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan dedicates her talents to protecting other children and helping families find closure while they search for their daughter's killer, as the conclusion of a tri-part that
began with Eve and Quinn. Reprint. Best-selling novel. Iris Johansen doesn't sleep any more helping her find the missing woman who attracted her mother and fledMental Hospital, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is shocked to discover the woman's identity and has the help of rogue FBI profiler Kendra Michaels to survive a plot by a killer targeting her family.
Reprint. One million first printings. Taking Eve hoping for a more peaceful time after Iris Johansen learned the tragic truth about the child's disappearance years ago, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan is charmed by desperate father Jim Doan to learn the truth about his missing son Hunting Eve by Iris Johansen The second installment of the new Eve Duncan
Story Arcs vol. Find stakes raised high as a battle of forensic sculptors by bestselling writers of What Won't Kill You. Reprint. Eve's Silence by Iris Johansen This thrilling and shocking - in conclusion to the latest Eve Duncan triangle, prey is cornered and eve's past secrets may eventually be her resassert. 250,000 first print. What doesn't kill you by the
information of Iris Johansen Trading on the street to survive after being abandoned at the age of four, Catherine Lynn is directed by assassin and master poisoner Hu Chang before being recruited by the CIA and pitted against rogue operatives in a race to obtain a cruel deadly poison. By Bonnie's bestselling author. Reprint. One million first printings. Iris
Johansen lives to see tomorrow Her leader, Hu Chang, tasks her by rescuing a journalist imprisoned in Tibet, shadowy CIA operative Catherine Lynn is pitted against a man so despicable that she wonders if she is being used as a pawn in a game of revenge that she does not play. 250,000 first print. Your next breath by Iris Johansen, a CIA operative who
solves to dedicate her life to her son, who was returned to her after being kidnapped nine years ago, is using her skills to stand up to enemies from her past who are killing everyone she loves. By the bestselling author of Sight And Unview Two. Nell Calder, brutally attacked by Iris Johansen's ugly ducklings in an assault that left her husband and child dead, is
transformed into a woman of exquisite beauty by surgery, but a vengeable Nell uses her new face to fight back as her attacker is still hunting and trying to finish what he started. Reissue. After midnight in Iris Johansen, when scientist Kate Denby was threatened for groundbreaking medical research, she secretly had to protect her son and escape the
merciless killer to continue her life-saving research for millions. Reprint. And you die by Iris Johansen The author of a New York Times bestseller, Ugly Duckling, blends romance and suspense into the story of a female American photojournason who stumbles up on a sprawling terrorist scheme born in a small Mexican village. Reprint. Iris Johansen's final
targetThe president's catatonic daughter, to recover from the trauma of witnessing the murder, Melissa Riley and her sister put their safety in the hands of mysterious backs society agent Michael Travis. Reprint. No one to trust by Iris Johansen, trained by the military as an assassin, Elena Kyler is driven into a deadly alliance with Sean Gallen, the most
dangerous man she knows, when she is targeted for death by rico Chavez, a charismatic and completely ruthless murderer with unlimited resources. Reprint. Dead Purpose by Iris Johansen In an gut-hurting assignment to photograph disasters, photojournauler Alex Graham begins to suspect that the natural disaster debacle was really a case of
premeditated mass murder, but when a former military assassin assigned to protect her reveals his own deadly agenda. Alex was torn between two deadly situations. Reprint. The deadly tide by Iris Johansen is determined to protect herself from the horrors of her childhood, and the young woman finds shelter on her remote island terrored by ruthless
mercenaries and head to a remote island shelter in a dangerous race against time to find a lost city location before it's too late. Reprint. A fire by Iris Johansen arson expert Kelly Murphy solves the crime with the help of her dog Sam, but behind her reputation as a fire detective, she hides a terrible secret that explains her success more thoroughly than her
hard work and dedication. Reprint. After eight years of raising her daughter Frankie on a horse farm in Taranville, Tennessee, played by Iris Johansen, single mother Grace Archer was forced to join forces with former allies to resume her old identity and take on a cunning and deadly enemy, with her life shattered by the dark secrets of the past. Reprint.
When Sophie Dunston, a sleep therapist who specializes in night terrors, and her 10-year-old son are threatened by a shadowy figure, the killer is pited by Iris Johansen against a murderer who is like a nightmare, mother and son. Reprint. Pandora's Daughter by Iris Johansen A successful practice on the ability to empathize with her patients, doctor Meghan
Blair is haunted by the mysterious loss of her mother's childhood, in which she inherited the emerging spiritual powers that others exploit for murderly purposes. Reprint. Dark Summer by Iris Johansen Conducts a make-for-all search-and-rescue operation, full-time veterinarian Devon plunges into a violent cat-and-mouse game that includes a vengeance man
of dubious credibility and a mysterious pack of wounded black Labradors. Reprint. Iris Johansen's deadlock is a situation in which she dedicates her life to rescuing valuable artifacts from being destroyed by war, Emily Hudson is captured and tormented by sadistic enemies, and the CIA asks mercenary John Garrett for help in helping Emily rescue her. By
the author of Pandora's Daughter. Reprint. PerfectThe standalone thriller by the bestselling author of the Iris Johansenib Duncan series follows the experience of a woman with a memory of the world who spent her life in a witness protection program and was forced to perform for her life when her cover was exposed. Silent Thunder: Assigned the task of
creating a schematic of a recently purchased Russian nuclear submarine scheduled for the Iris Johansen and Roy Johansen Iris Johansen Museum exhibition, architect Hannah Bryson has the help of her brother, Connor, who discovers a mysterious message behind the panel before he is brutally murdered. 300,000 first print. Kendra Michaels closes Iris
Johansen's eyes Using carefully honed sensory skills collected from a childhood spent blind to solve a case, music therapist Kendra Michael is tapped by Adam Kyle, a former FBI agent investigating the work of a serial killer who may be responsible for the disappearance of Kendra's former 250,000 first print. Iris Johansen's invisible sight The latest
collaboration by the mother-child duo of Close Your Eyes follows a fatal accident on San Diego's historic Cabrillo Bridge, where Intelligence Sniper Kendra Michaels recognizes she is tied to a dangerous conspiracy that threatens everyone she loves. 250,000 first print. Iris Johansen's Cycle of the Storm In a story co-written by the Edgar Award-winning writer,
computer prodigy Rachel Kirby suffers the imminent death of her seriously ill sister before receiving a mysterious email from archaeologist John Thanek, who knows the cure and is trapped inside an Egyptian tomb collapsed by a dangerous enemy. 300,000 first print. Print.
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